
Scorpio ~ Pluto ~ 8th House 

I must Create a system 
Or be enslaved by another man's ... 

I will not reason or compare,  
My business is to CREATE! 

~ William Blake ~ 

Scorpio Represents:  
     

•Creation 
•Karma  
•What goes around, comes around  
•Change  
•Death  
•Rebirth  
•Transformation   
•Self-mastery  
•Ancestors  
•Other people's money  
•Inheritance  
•Joint finances  
•Taxes 
•Sex or bonding of a spiritual nature 
•Soul mate  
•Hidden/secrets  
•Mystery  
•Occult  
•Power  
•Sacredness  
•Intensity  
•Passion  
•Strength  
•Self-discipline  
•Commitment  
•Strength of character   
   

Body: 
   
•Sex Organs  
•PMS & Menstruation  
•Sexual Dis-ease 
•Rectum  
•Colon  
•Bladder  

Scorpio Challenges:  
        

•Prostate cancer would be a reproductive organ problem. The prostate represents  
     the masculine principle & prostate problems represent mental fears weakening  
     the masculinity, giving up, sexual pressure or guilt, belief in aging 
•Not taking responsibility for your part in the universal plan (sharing yourself) can  
     result in problems with the reproductive organs   
•Not releasing the old & making a space for the new (need to control) can result in  
     blockages in the rectum, colon, small intestine or bowel 
•Overcompensating for your insecurities can result in retaining water 
•Restricting/not nurturing Self can result in retaining water or a desire for dairy 
•Resisting your lesson of understanding, dealing with and/or expressing your  
     emotions can result in: ulcer, gas, indigestion or heartburn 
•Ulcer represents fear that you're not good enough, what’s eating away at you? 
•Indigestion represents gut-level fear, dread, anxiety, griping & grunting 
•Gas represents uncertainty/a feeling of doom 
•Heartburn represents fear 
     

Scorpio Highlights: 
      

•Scorpio is the energy of creation; Pluto is the energy of 
death, rebirth & transfo rmation; 8th House is the energy 
of past life relationships, recycling & regeneration. 
•Very powerful time of the year for planting the seeds of 
what you want to manifest in your life  
•Good time to release (permanently) from your life  
   anything that no lo nger serves your Highest good 
•Take some serious quiet time, meditate before making  
    any big decisions  
•Whatever you focus on at this time, comes to manifest 
•Keep your thoughts as positive as possible, vigilantly     
     correcting negative thoughts as they arise  
•ALL your thoughts manifest during this time  
•If you choose to postpone evolution at this time, when  
     the inevitability is upon you, it will be much more  
     traumatic and disruptive  
•It is time to do the intense self-work, acknowledging  
     your Shadow, and giving it something to "do"  
•Now is the PERFECT time to create a ritual of your own  
     or find one that resonates deeply in your soul  
•Ground your intent with a ritual then follow thru with  
     the necessary work of creating a space in your life for  
     your goals to manifest 



     Scorpio is the energy of creation; Pluto is the energy of death, rebirth and transformation; and the 8th 
House is the energy of past life relationships, recycling and regeneration. This is the most powerful time of 
the year for planting the seeds of what you want to manifest in your life, as well as what you want to        
release (permanently) from your life. I highly recommend that you take some serious quiet time, meditate 
for a while and then start writing down your thoughts. 
     Even if you don't happen to have any of the Scorpio energy in your chart, you still have access to this 
creative force as it rules some aspect of your chart. Whatever you focus on at this time, comes to manifest 
(usually faster than expected). Remember that even if you don't consciously sit down and write out your 
goals, keep your thoughts as positive as possible, vigilantly correcting negative thoughts as they arise. ALL 
your thoughts manifest during this time, so don't allow negative ones to usurp your time and creative   
energy. There are many distractions designed to prevent you from evolving to the next level and placed in 
your Path to test you and your resolve. And if you choose to postpone evolution at this time, when the     
inevitability is upon you, it will be much more traumatic and disruptive. It is so much more rewarding to 
do the intense self-work, acknowledge your Shadow, give it something to "do" so it does not get in the way 
of you going to the next level. Don't suppress Shadow or it becomes toxic - give it something to DO! Honor 
it by acknowledging that it exists, listening to its needs and then feed it some soul food. 
     Everyone's heard "ask and ye shall receive", well one of the ways the Universal God Force knows your 
asking is through ritual. Now is the PERFECT time to create a ritual of your own or read up and perhaps 
use one that resonates deeply in your soul. Keep in mind, a ritual is any action taken, with a conscious    
intent behind it. And the simplest of all rituals is to ASK! It opens the way for the answer to get to you. 
However, one step further, in our case would be the Power Wishes. And one step beyond that would be to 
set up an altar to what it is you'd like to manifest. For example, a picture of what you'd like to manifest 
(house, car, etc.), actual paper money (whatever denomination works for you - I would choose a 5-dollar 
bill, because 5 is my Destiny Number - again, intent behind the action is KEY!) They say that if you create 
the space, the Universe will respond in kind. So ground your intent with a ritual then follow thru with the 
necessary work of creating a space in your life for your goals to manifest. If they manifested this instant, 
would you truly be ready? The ritual doesn't have to be big or ornate in any way, in fact, the simpler the 
better. Authenticity and simplicity are the only goals and both are far more         
important than how elaborate or intricate the ritual may be.  I saw a quote     
somewhere that said, "do not hope more than you work."  
      The energy this month is also the energy of our "mission". What is your mission 
in life? Do you know? Do you have one? I would think of a "mission" as the        
ULTIMATE goal, which may actually be intangible but for which all these other  
little tangible goals along the way help facilitate and support. Remember ~ as  
Spirits having a human experience, we are still integrating and mastering the 
physical and spiritual; tangible and intangible; spirit and matter - classic polarity 
of Scorpio and Taurus energy of now. 


